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The market will be watching Dourado Resources closely over the coming Quarter as
it prepares for an aggressive exploration campaign on its Mooloogool/Diamond Well
tenements in the Yerrida Basin-Goodin Dome region of Western Australia. The
tenements are situated approximately 40 kilometres south of Sandfire Resources
(ASX: SFR) De Grussa Project (14.6Mt @ 4.6% Cu. 1.6 g/t Au) and cover prospective
lithologies and cross cutting regional structures that are potential hosts for Cu+- Au
mineralisation.

Several anomalies (there are 13 substantial Cu+-Au geochemical anomalies that have
been identified to date) will be the focus of further geochemical sampling (including
auger drilling), rock chip sampling and follow-up RAB drilling this Quarter.

As noted in our recent Yerrida Basin-Goodin Dome review (What’s Going On? RM
Research, 1/9/2011), the Company holds the majority of what RM Research considers
to be the most prospective acreage including the majority of the iron-stone “necklace”
that surrounds the ellipsoidal and highly deformed granite body known as the “Goodin
Dome”.

The Cu +/- Au anomalies have a total apparent combined strike length (across 13
anomalies) of a staggering 140 kilometres, an enormous area by any measure. We
also note that most (?) of these anomalies are situated on alluvium and other cover
sequences that, in our opinion, are likely to mask a much higher-grade primary source.
It is therefore unlikely that this Cu+/-Au anomalism is attributed entirely to buried,
transported material.

RM Research considers there are two potential mineralisation styles;

(1) Two broad ENE-WNW trending anomalies cover apparent strike lengths of 30km
and 43km respectively in the southern portion of the tenement areas, and

(2) NNW-SSE trending Cu +/-Au anomalism oriented roughly parallel to the major
Northerly trending faults which appear to transact the Proterozoic meta-
sediments on the eastern and western flanks of the Goodin Dome.

We also note the proximity of Enterprise Metals Ltd (ASX: ENT), Great Western
Exploration Ltd (ASX: GTE) and Thundelarra Resources Ltd (ASX: THX) that reveal
Cu+/-Au anomalies that appear to extend on to their tenements. RM Research has
synthesized this albeit incomplete data set (Yerrida Basin-Goodin Dome area) which
shows good continuity over extensive areas with respect to GTE, THX, ENT and DUO.

Other tenement holders in the region such as Proto Resources & Investments Ltd
(ASX: PRW) are also set to recommence exploration.

Along with recent discoveries by Sipa Resources Ltd (ASX: SRI) at the nearby
Enigma Copper Deposit together with further high-grade Cu hits from Ventnor
Resources Ltd’s (ASX: VRX) Thaduna/Green Dragon Prospect (both situated
approximately 40 kilometres east of DeGrussa), the market is likely to reward further
high-quality exploration results. Notably SRI is up approximately 270% since its
Enigma announcement (19/8/2011) and VRX is up just over 250% since returning
further high-grade copper hits at Thaduna/Green Dragon (29/8/2011).
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INVESTMENT CASE
EXCEPTIONAL TARGETS: The Company holds the majority of what RM Research consider
to be the most prospective acreage including a fair portion of the iron-stone “necklace” that
surrounds a highly deformed, ellipsoid shaped granite intrusion. This Cu +/- Au anomalism
has a total combined strike length of a staggering 140 km. Examination of Government
publications together with data from ASX listed explorers (DUO, GTE, ENT, THX) indicates
that most of these anomalies are situated over cover sequences that may mask a much
higher primary source.

FAVOURABLE STRUCTURES: RM Research considers there are major structures with
potential to host Cu, Cu+/-Au mineralisation;

(1) Two broad ENE-WNW trending anomalies cover 30km and 43km respectively in the
southern portion of the tenement areas (Figures 2,3), and

(2) NNW-SSE trending Cu +/-Au anomalies oriented roughly parallel to these major
Northerly trending faults (Figures 2,3) which appear to transact the Proterozoic meta-
sediments on the eastern and western flanks of the Goodin Dome.

LEVERAGE TO SUCCESS: Early days for the Company however the enterprise values of
Sandfire Resources Ltd (ASX: SFR) at A$1.0b together with recent share price jumps from
VRX (22 cents pre-announcement and recently peaking at 74 cents) and SRI (7.3 cents and
reaching 21 cents) suggests that exploration success in this province will be rewarded!

DRILLING IMMINENT: DUO is gearing up for an aggressive auger and 10,000 metre RAB
program to follow up surface Cu+/- Au geochemical anomalies on the Mooloogool/Diamond
Well tenements.

WHY YERRIDA BASIN-GOODIN DOME REGION? The 2009 discovery of DeGrussa, which
now stands at 14.6Mt @ 4.6% copper and 1.6 g/t gold for approximately 800,000 tonnes of Cu
(equiv), provides investors with around A$6.70 Billion reasons to look for more! Enough said!

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Dourado Resources Limited (“Dourado Resources”,
“DUO” or “the Company”) is a Perth based exploration
company that has been established to predominantly
explore for deposits of gold, copper and uranium
mineralisation. The Company was listed on ASX on 1
December 2009 raising A$4.4 million.

The exploration portfolio at the time of listing
comprised of three gold and base metal projects in the
Murchison region (Western Australia) and a uranium
project in the Arunta region (Northern Territory).

In recent years there has been renewed interest in
exploration for Cu, Cu-Au in the Doolgunna region,
particularly since the discovery of SFR’s DeGrussa
deposit (14.6Mt @ 4.6% Cu, 1.6 g/t Au). Following the
recent acquisition of Anuman Holdings Pty Ltd, the
Company now holds over 2,800km2 on its
Mooloogool/Diamond Well tenements in the Yerrida
Basin – Goodin Dome region.

More recently (ASX Announcement 19/8/2011) the intersection of high-grade oxide Cu
mineralisation (including 8m @ 3.7% Cu) at the Enigma Prospect (Thaduna Project) by SRI
together with further high-grade Cu intersections by VRX at their Thaduna/Green Dragon
Projects (Ventnor Resources, RM Research, 1/9/2011) situated approximately 40 kilometres
east of De Grussa, is revealing what we believe to be a potentially world-class Cu+/- Au
province.

RM Research believes
that exploration success
in this new Cu +/- Au
province is likely to be
handsomely rewarded

FIGURE 1: Dourado
Resources Limited project
locations (source:
Dourado Resources
Presentation, 6th

September 2011).
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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Other explorers in the region such as THX (Red Bore Project), Talisman Mining Ltd (ASX:
TLM) (Springfield Project) and Alchemy Resources Limited (ASX: ALY) (Magnus Copper
Project) are intensifying their exploration efforts. RM Research believes that the region to the
south of DeGrussa/Enigma/Green Dragon-Thaduna that we term as the Yerrida Basin-Goodin
Dome region (Figure 2-4) which is dominated by explorers such as ENT, DUO, GTE and THX,
is revealing plenty of smoke in the form of extensive Cu+/-Au anomalism associated with
regional structures and highly deformed volcanic/meta-sedimentary packages.

EXPLORATION OVERVIEW

Mooloogool/Diamond Well Projects
Location and Access

DUO holds 8 tenements covering approximately 1,500km2 at Mooloogool and 3 exploration
licenses and 2 applications covering 890km2 in the Diamond Well Area. The tenements are
situated around 100km north east of Meekatharra (Figures 1, 2).

Geology and Mineralisation

The Diamond Well tenements are situated along the southern contact zone of the Yerrida and
Glengarry Basin’s which are in turn cross cut by regional structural features that are
interpreted to be influencing Cu+/-Au mineralisation in the region. This includes mineralisation
found at De Grussa (SFR), Enigma (SRI) and Thaduna/Green Dragon (VRX).

FIGURE 2: Yerrida
Basin—Goodin Dome-
Doolgunna region
showing tenement holders
and significant mineral
deposits (Source, XServ
Pty Ltd, August 2011).

Explorers such as TLM,
ALY and THX are
intensifying their
exploration efforts in the
region
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FIGURE 3: Yerrida Basin-
Goodin Dome geology
and tenement holders
(Source, XServ Pty Ltd,
August 2011).

FIGURE 4: Yerrida Basin-
Goodin Dome area
magnetics showing
tenement holders
(Source, X-Serv Pty Ltd,
August 2011).
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As set out in our regional review (What’s Going On? RM Research, 1/9/2011) we have
interpreted the following based on our regional geological review together with the results of a
recent gravity survey that was jointly undertaken by THX and DUO in the south eastern
portion of the tenements:

 NNE trending structures within a major N-S structural corridor (Figures 3, 4) known to
be closely associated with gold mineralisation at the Plutonic Gold Mine (300km
north of these tenements) (Barrick Gold - 771,000 oz Au) are observed clipping the
eastern margin of the Goodin Dome. These structures may be associated with
hydrothermally emplaced Au, Cu-Au mineralisation associated with complex
shearing/faulting of iron rich meta-sediments. This major N-S trending structural
corridor may also represent the northern extension of the Gum Creek greenstone
belt.

 A ring of magnetic ironstone formations (contact of Earaheedy Group/Goodin Inlier)
are observed forming a “necklace” around the Goodin Dome which have in turn been
cross cut by NNW and ENE trending faults-a potential host for Cu +/- Au
mineralisation (Figures 3, 4).

 As highlighted by the recently completed gravity survey by THX/DUO, WNW trending
structures (Figures 3, 4 & 5) also cross-cut the Goodin Dome and appear to be
broadly associated with a late stage dolerite dyke intrusion (post dating Earaheedy
Group and Doolgunna/Thaduna Formation sediments) which have been known to be
associated with anomalous Cu mineralisation at the volcano/sedimentary-dolerite
contacts (Pirajno et al, 1998).

 Analysis of Cu and Cu-Au geochemistry (Figures 3, 4) in the region has highlighted
the spatial relationship between ENE trending structures (interpreted to be co-
incident with late stage dolerite intrusions) and NNE structures (Cu+/- Au). There
appears to be good continuity between Cu+/-Au anomalism cross–cutting tenement
boundaries for DUO/ENT, DUO/THX and DUO/GTE.

 The Goodin Dome and its surrounds (Figures 3, 4) have been the focus of only very
limited exploration, comprising mostly broad spaced aero-magnetic surveys and
reconnaissance geochemistry (soil sampling with limited rock chip sampling). We
anticipate the pace of exploration to accelerate.

Geophysics-Gravity Survey

The recent THX/DUO
gravity survey has
further highlighted the
structural complexity of
the Goodin Dome and its
surrounds...

...these structures are
likely to be influencing
Cu +/- Au mineralisation
in the district

FIGURE 5: Ground gravity
survey showing structural
interpretation (source:
Dourado Resources, ASX
Announcement, 7th

September 2011).

A ground gravity survey
has highlighted intensive
deformation that is
broadly coincident with
Cu (+/-Au) anomalism
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The gravity survey (in conjunction with THX) covered a 40 kilometre wide zone over E51/1367
and E51/1187 and confirmed the presence of WNW-ESE striking structures that appear to be
associated with Cu+/- Au anomalism (Figure 5). Previous government geological studies have
also noted the association of dolerite intrusions at the contact of the volcano-sedimentary
units along these broad structures with associated Cu anomalism.

Recent Exploration-Reconnaissance Sampling
Geochemical sampling of mostly alluvium and other cover sequences has so far identified 13
geochemical anomalies over the Mooloogool/Diamond well tenements (Figure 6) with figures
5, and 7 showing a close spatial relationship with Cu anomalism and WSW-ESE trending
structures in the southern portion of the tenements and Cu +/- Au anomalism with northerly
trending structures and associated deformation around the Goodin Dome.

Interpretation of the recently completed gravity survey has also highlighted this relationship
and also the intense deformation associated with possibly late stage dolerite dykes and
basement structures within volcanic/meta-sedimentary basement rocks that broadly track this
anomalism.

Results from follow up geochemical sampling at zone 11, which comprised of 585 samples,
are due shortly.

Future Exploration

The Company is proposing to follow up more detailed geochemical sampling (auger drilling,
soil sampling) on anomalies 7, 12 and 13 in the current Quarter. According to the Company
(ASX Announcement 25th August 2011) follow up RAB drilling programs are being planned for
each geochemical zone.

13 geochemical
anomalies have so far
been identified

FIGURE 6:
Mooloogool/Diamond Well
gravity survey results +
interpreted structures
(source, Dourado
Resources, ASX
Announcement, 25th

August 2011).

Successive phases of
exploration found three
anomalous copper zones
and intersected high
grade copper
mineralisation
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Garden Gully-Sabbath Gold Project
Location and Access

This project (Figure 7) covers seven tenements including granted Mining Leases M51/322 and
Prospecting License Application PLA 51/2699. Both tenements are located north of
Meekatharra and centred around the line of workings including the historical Sabbath Gold
Mine.

Geology and Mineralisation

Gold mineralisation is associated with sheared mafic rocks, in particular west dipping sheared
felsic-mafic contacts that contain abundant quartz veins which have been the target of
previous workings within tenement M 51/322.

Recent Exploration

Recent exploration in the area has met with excellent results including the nearby Paddy’s Flat
underground and open pit mine (Indicated and Inferred JORC Resources of 25.6 million
tonnes @ 1.48 g/t Au) incorporating eight deposits.

FIGURE 7: Garden Gully
and Sabbath Projects
(source, Dourado
Resources, website
September 2011).

Mineralisation remains
open at depth, along
strike and on parallel
structures
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Resources and Reserves
The Sabbath deposit has a Measured Mineral Resource of 145,000 tonnes @ 2.21 g/t Au
(cut-off grade 1g/t Au) based on 19 Reverse Circulation and 36 Air Core drill holes together
with 45 lines of costean results. Further upside is likely both along strike (under shallow
alluvial cover, along old workings), along parallel structures and at depth. There has been very
limited drilling below 60 metres.

Figure 8 is a Long Section of the Sabbath resource mineralisation showing potential down-
plunge extensions and targets for the upcoming drilling campaign.

Garden Gully South Exploration
A review of the regional geology, geophysics and previous geochemistry for the Garden Gully
South Project has commenced and is likely to focus along strike from old workings, in
particular along NE to NNE striking faults/shear zones.

Some of these structures may represent the extension of mineralisation at the Abernethy and
Airstrip deposits (Doray Minerals Limited). Mineralisation also remains open along strike to
the south-west to the North Granite Well area.

The Sabbath project
contains a JORC resource
of 11,750 ounces

FIGURE 8: Sabbath long
section showing potential
down plunge extensions
(source: Dourado
Resources ASX
Announcement, 25th

August 2011).

Mineralisation remains
wide open along strike at
Garden Gully
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OTHER PROJECTS

 Mainland Project: (Dourado 100%, Western Australia): Gold.

 Lennonville Project: (Dourado 100%, Mt Magnet Area, Western Australia): Gold.

 Barrambie: (Dourado 100%, Western Australia): Copper.

RISK ANALYSIS
 Reconnaissance RAB drilling may not resolve surface Cu+/-Au anomalism. Anomalies (in

particular Cu) could be due to buried, transported sediments or other recent cover
sequences.

 Follow up exploration at neighbouring projects by SRI and VRX may not live up to
expectations. This may have a negative impact on the securities of the Company.

 The Company is primarily exposed to copper (and to a lesser extent at this stage, nickel)
which has weakened from recent highs of just over US$10,000/tonne in February 2011, to
around US$8,700/tonne, in response to the European government debt problems and the
weak outlook for US growth.

 Further declines in equity markets may continue to put pressure on junior resource
companies as investors switch out of “risk” into perceived safe haven investments such
as cash, gold and counter cyclical equities. Our medium term view is that the risk
premium has been eroded for many junior resource companies and we see near term
upside.

 A strengthening Australian dollar (as funds flow back into riskier currencies) may make
the price of copper in local (Australian) currency terms less attractive. This could have
negative influences on Australian copper miners however it is more relevant to producing
companies.

The weak outlook in US
and Europe has
translated into weaker
base metal prices
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PEER ANALYSIS
We have incorporated the key Yerrida Basin-Doolgunna explorers in a snapshot of Enterprise
Value which tells us relatively little at this early stage of DUO’s development other than the
fact that SFR is trading at an Enterprise Value/tonne Cu (equiv) of around A$1,200 and VRX
is trading at a very modest A$454 Enterprise Value/tonne Cu (RM Research projection of
50,000 tonnes contained Cu).

Clearly the stand out company in Figure 9 is SFR with a contained A$6.8 billion worth of
contained Cu+/-Au.

By way of background, the peer group average of the following ASX listed
explorers/developers with copper resources is approximately enterprise value per resource
tonne contained copper of around $480/tonne, with the higher grade deposits such as SFR
and Discovery Metals Limited (ASX: DML) attracting a premium (Figure 10). In contrast,
lower grad/larger tonnage deposits such as Intrepid Mines Tuju Bukit deposit (990Mt @ 0.40%
Cu) have been discounted by the market.

FIGURE 9: Enterprise
Value of selected Yerrida
Basin-Doolgunna
Explorers/Developers
(source, RM Research,
internal modelling,
September 2011).

SFR is clearly the stand-
out company in this
region

FIGURE 10: Enterprise
Value/tonne contained Cu
(Equiv) for selected ASX
listed
explorers/developers
(source, RM Research,
internal modelling,
September 2011).
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DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT
Graeme Allan, Dip. Ed. NON-EXEC CHAIRMAN

Mr Graeme Allan is a director of WGM Asset Management Pty Ltd which is in partnership with
WGM Indigenous Services Pty Ltd to increase and develop Indigenous employment in the civil
and mining industry in the mid-west region (WA). He is also a Director of civil construction
company BGA Civil Pty Ltd. Mr Allan has a Diploma in Education and has extensive
managerial experience covering over a 25 year career in the professional sporting industry.

Emilio Pietro Del Fante MANAGING DIRECTOR

Emilio has 20 years experience in the mineral and resources sector where he is principal of
Corporate Tenement Services. Peter is also a non-executive director of Prime Minerals Ltd
and has been a director of two other public listed mining exploration companies one of which
was Revere Mining Ltd (now Enterprise Metals Ltd). Over the years as a consultant in the
resource industry Peter has also gained exposure and experience in many facets of the
mining industry inclusive of indigenous negotiations, establishment of relationships with the
corporate and banking sector and liaison with governing bodies.

Shane Casley, CPA NON-EXEC DIRECTOR

Shane is currently a managing partner of Victorian based Affinity Accountants which has 20
staff and offices in Southbank and Geelong. Mr Casley has 30 years accounting experience
and provides taxation and management advice. He is also a respected advisor in Sports
Management and has been an accredited Australian Football League Agent since 1996. He
was co-founder of the Football Division of Elite Sports Properties.

Arlene Mendoza, LLB NON-EXEC DIRECTOR

Arlene is a graduate of the University of the Philippines and is a member of the Philippine Bar.
She has a broad experience working over an 18 year career in the exploration and mining
industry. During her career she has held senior management positions in a number of public
and private companies including a Philippines Stock Exchange listed mining and exploration
company. Her experience and expertise include corporate governance and due diligence,
securities, corporate, commercial and intellectual property laws, indigenous peoples’ rights,
mining and environmental law as well as strong business and management skills.

Daryl Smith NON-EXEC DIRECTOR

Mr Daryl Smith has experience in the mineral exploration sector and telecommunications and
electronics sector. During his career in the mineral exploration industry he has served on a
number of private and public gold and uranium exploration companies and has extensive
knowledge of and experience in the structuring and financing of mining and exploration
projects. Before joining the industry he served at senior management level in the
telecommunications and electronics sector where he developed his strong corporate and
business development skills. He also has experience in strategic tenement acquisition,
marketing, mergers and acquisitions.

Robert Marusco, B. Bus., CPA, SIN FIA COMPANY SECRETARY

Robert Marusco is Chairman and Director of Nissen Kestel Harford, Accountants Taxation &
Business Advisors and Knight Financial Advisors. He consults to a variety of clients focusing
on business development planning, finance and financial planning, taxation planning and
corporate matters. He has experience in association with client services in property
development, hospitality and food and beverage development, financial services, viticulture
and agribusiness along with retail, manufacturing and wholesale businesses. He has also
dealt with a number of public companies both in the mining sector and general business
sector in his capacity as trustee for capital raisings. This also encompasses corporate
governance measures, due diligence, dealing with the ASIC and other statutory bodies.

Graeme is actively
involved in promoting
the civil and mining
industry in the mid-west
region of Western
Australia

Emilio has in excess of 20
years’ experience in the
resources sector

Shane was a co-founder
of the Football Division
of Elite Sports Properties

Arlene has held senior
managing position in
Philippine Stock
Exchange listed mining
companies

Daryl has extensive
knowledge in the
structuring and
financing of
gold/uranium companies

Robert has extensive
experience with both
public and private
companies
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CONCLUSION
The Doolgunna-Yeridda Basin-Goodin Dome region is without doubt, in the opinion of RM
Research, one of the hottest spaces in Australian exploration at the moment-and for good
reason. The spectacular De Grussa Deposit has been reinforced with outstanding results from
VRX, a virgin discovery by SRI and more than encouraging sniffs from THX. In the interim
TLM and ALY have been systematically and aggressively exploring prospective acreage on
the doorstep of DeGrussa – so far without a great deal of success however we consider the
chance of a breakthrough as high.

There are very good arguments for suggesting that this region, which we consider extends far
beyond the De Grussa deposit and mineralisation associated with major regional EEW striking
structures from which Green Dragon/Thaduna appear to be associated, could well extend
south towards the Yerrida Basin-Goodin Dome area, a tightly controlled region dominated by
DUO and flanked by THX, ENT and GTE. This area is characterised by a vast Cu+/-Au
geochemical footprint that appears to tie in with regional structural features.

Early days however RM Research considers this is an excellent address. Speculative Buy.

RM Research considers
the Doolgunna-Yerrida
Basin-Goodin Dome
region to be an excellent
address
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RM Research Recommendation Categories
Care has been taken to define the level of risk to return associated with a particular company.
Our recommendation ranking system is as follows:

Buy Companies with ‘Buy’ recommendations have been cash flow positive for some time and have a moderate to
low risk profile. We expect these to outperform the broader market.

Speculative Buy We forecast strong earnings growth or value creation that may achieve a return well above that of the
broader market. These companies also carry a higher than normal level of risk.

Hold A sound well managed company that may achieve market performance or less, perhaps due to an
overvalued share price, broader sector issues, or internal challenges.

Sell Risk is high and upside low or very difficult to determine. We expect a strong underperformance relative to
the market and see better opportunities elsewhere.

Disclaimer / Disclosure
This report was produced by RM Research Pty Ltd, which is a Corporate Authorised Representative of RM Capital Pty Ltd (Licence no. 221938). RM Research will receive
payment of A$35,000 for the compilation and distribution of four research reports. RM Research Pty Ltd has made every effort to ensure that the information and material
contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the
information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Except to the extent required by law, RM Research Pty Ltd
does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. This report is for
information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of any securities. The securities recommended by RM Research
carry no guarantee with respect to return of capital or the market value of those securities. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors
should be aware that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested. Neither RM Research nor any of its associates guarantees the repayment of capital.
WARNING: This report is intended to provide general financial product advice only. It has been prepared without having regarded to or taking into account any particular
investor’s objectives, financial situation and/or needs. Accordingly, no recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document
without obtaining specific advice from their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness of the advice, in light of their own objectives, financial
situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice. Where applicable, investors should obtain a copy of and consider the product disclosure statement for that product (if any)
before making any decision.
DISCLOSURE: RM Research Pty Ltd and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published. Additionally, RM Research Pty Ltd may have,
within the previous  twelve months, provided advice or financial services to the companies mentioned in this report. As at the date of this report, the directors, associates,
employees, representatives or Authorised Representatives of RM Research Pty Ltd and RM Capital Pty Ltd may hold shares in Dourado Resources Limited.
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